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Electronic Value Exchange: Origins of the VISA Electronic Payment System (History of Computing)Springer, 2011

	Most anywhere in the developed world, I can use a small rectangular piece of plastic,
	issued to me by a bank I have never visited, to obtain local currency or purchase
	goods and services directly from a merchant. The cashier and I may not even speak a
	common language, and the face of my card may look quite different from those carried...
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.Net E Commerce Programming with CDROMSybex, 2002
The dot-com bust may have soured people on e-commerce, but growth in online sales continues to soar. This all-new edition of the best-selling Visual Basic Developer's Guide to E-Commerce with ASP and SQL Server has been completely updated for the .NET technologies, including ASP.NET, ADO.NET (for database connectivity), and Visual Basic .NET. The...
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New Power: How Power Works in Our Hyperconnected World--and How to Make It Work for YouDoubleday, 2018

	NOW A NATIONAL BESTSELLER

	

	The definitive guide to spreading ideas, building movements, and leaping ahead in our chaotic, connected age. Get the book New York Times columnist David Brooks calls "the best window I’ve seen into this new world."

	

	Why do some leap ahead while others...
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Japan's Great Stagnation: Financial and Monetary Policy Lessons for Advanced EconomiesMIT Press, 2006
After experiencing spectacular economic growth and industrial development for much of the postwar era, Japan plunged abruptly into recession in the early 1990s and since then has suffered a prolonged period of economic stagnation, from which it is only now emerging. Japan's malaise, marked by recession or weak economic activity, commodity and asset...
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International Finance: New Players and Global MarketsPalgrave Macmillan, 2021

	International finance is a branch of financial economics that deals with

	the monetary interactions that occur between two or more countries.

	International Finance is concerned with topics that include foreign direct

	investment and currency exchange rates. International finance is different

	from domestic finance in many aspects...
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Governing the Euro Area in Good Times and BadOxford University Press, 2011

	Can the euro area survive without a more centralized economic policy? What lessons can be drawn from Economic and Monetary Union about new modes of policy-making in the European Union? Have euro area members spoken with one voice on the international stage and what does this mean for the European Union's ambitions to be a global actor in...
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Florida (Eyewitness Travel Guides)DK Adult, 2010

	With its theme parks and fabulous beaches, The Sunshine State deserves its reputation as the perfect family vacation spot. But Florida offers much more to those who venture away from their beach towels. This is the perfect guide to exploring all that the state has to offer, including the extraordinary diversity of wildlife at Everglades and...
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International Investments (The Addison-Wesley Series in Finance)Addison Wesley, 2003

	Almost thirty years ago, Bruno Solnik published an article entitled "Why not diver.

	sify internationally rather than domestically?" in the Financial Analysts Journal

	Uuly/August 1974). At the time, US. pension funds had never invested outside of

	the United States. The situation was not very different in most other countries...
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Trading For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2009
Now updated — your guide to trading success regardless of the market!

Want to make smarter trading decisions? This strategy-packed, no-nonsense guide presents a proven system for analyzing stocks, trends, and indicators and setting a buy-and-sell range beforehand to decrease your risk in both up and down markets. You'll discover...
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Java 8 RecipesApress, 2014

	Java 8 Recipes offers solutions to common programming problems encountered while developing Java-based applications. Fully updated with the newest features and techniques available, Java 8 Recipes provides code examples involving Lambdas, embedded scripting with Nashorn, the new date-time API, stream support, functional...
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Flask By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Unleash the full potential of the Flask web framework by creating simple yet powerful web applications


	About This Book

	
		The most up-to-date book on Flask on the market
	
		Create your own world-class applications and master the art of Flask by unravelling its enigma through this journey

...
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Mastering the Currency Market: Forex Strategies for High and Low Volatility MarketsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Make Volatility and Risk Work for    You with Forex Trading!

“This book should be in every trader/investor’s library.     As we come out of this    depressed market . . . this book can be your companion, helping you avoid    mistakes and enhance your trading/investment program.”

—Bill M. Williams,...
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